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On the other side, Gordon started to recover while Leon was treating Darius.

He knew very well that it would not be good for him once Leon was no longer occupied!

So, he took the chance while Leon, Iris, and Snow were all focused on Darius. He withstood the pain in his arm and chest as he

slowly crept closer to the door!

After that, he suddenly stood up and ran out frantically!

"You're trying to run? It won't be so easy!’ Leon immediately noticed what Gordon was doing.

Gordon did not only attack Darius but almost killed Snow as well!

There was no way he could let Gordon leave just like that!

After that, he grabbed the unconscious Darius and ran after Gordon with Snow and Iris.

In just a moment, they quickly arrived at the yard.

After he got to the cars, Gordon looked incredibly happy. He planned on driving away!

As long as he managed to get into his car, Leon would not be able to do anything no matter how skilled Leon was!

Yet, before he could even think about it, he felt his pockets and was dumbfounded!

To get the poisoned needle box from Snow earlier, Snow managed to get his car keys!

How was he going to escape without them?

That was not all, Leon already started to catch up with Iris and Snow.

Leon in particular already used a Dragon Pill, he was already temporarily at the initial Emperor State!

He was incredibly quick, and managed to catch up in just the blink of an eye!

Looking at Gordon planning on driving away, Leon’s hand moved quickly, sending out three needles at Gordon!

"Crap!’

Feeling the sharp aura behind him, Gordon's heart sank.

He did not have his keys, and Leon already caught up. He was trapped!

However, there was no way he would just do nothing!

With danger looming, he hurriedly rolled around and tried to avoid the needles!

However, he was too weak compared to Leon, and only managed to avoid two of the needles!

Right after that, his leg was hit by the third needle. He quickly stumbled on the ground!

Taking the chance, Leon quickly sped forward.

After that, he kicked out and viciously hit Gordon in the chest before he stood over Gordon.

Leon's kick was incredibly heavy, and Gordon felt an intense pain in his chest as he started to spit out blood. He could not even

move under Leon's foot.

"Gordon, you shameless, evil man! Die!" Leon looked at Gordon murderously.

Gordon was ruthless, and would stop at nothing for his profit, even harming Darius!

He was far more sinister than Seth and Joel!

Even Leon, who was not in the habit of killing people, could not help but feel the urge to kill Gordon to prevent any future

problems!
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